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- Safe
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Data Blocks
OTS provides users multiple and easy ways to create and independently verify timestamps:

- With opentimestamps-client in Python
- With java-opentimestamps
- With javascript-opentimestamps
- (In the future) With rust-opentimestamps
- On opentimestamps.org

In the following slides it is shown an example of the usage of the Python client.
The stamp operation creates the first version of the timestamp. It is applied to the file for which you want to prove its existence (original file).

```bash
$ cat hello.txt
Hello World!
$ ots stamp hello.txt
Submitting to remote calendar https://a.pool.opentimestamps.org
Submitting to remote calendar https://b.pool.opentimestamps.org
Submitting to remote calendar https://a.pool.eternitywall.com
```
The stamp operation calculates the SHA256 hash of the original file, concatenates a random 128-bit nonce to maintain privacy, and recalculates the SHA256 hash, sending this unique value to the calendar servers.

Each of the calendar servers will add the received hash to its Merkle tree and return the necessary response to generate the initial OTS file. This OTS file is still incomplete because it does not yet contain the record in the blockchain.

Once a reasonable time has elapsed, the user will run the upgrade operation on the same OTS file. This will communicate with the calendar servers and update the OTS file with the Bitcoin block header attestation.
It is also possible to create timestamps for several different files simultaneously. In that case, the stamp operation will send a single request to the calendar servers with a Merkle root derived from the original files, and later, that same operation will calculate the Merkle tree paths and create the timestamps for each one of the original files.
The verification of the OTS proof requires both the OTS file and the original file. The user must also have an up-to-date Bitcoin node (it is not strictly required a full node, indeed the attestation are on the block header, thus a pruned node is enough to verify a timestamp) on their own machine to perform the verification without relying on trusted third parties.

```
$ ots verify hello.txt.ots
Assuming target filename is 'hello.txt'
Success! Bitcoin attests data existed as of Mon Apr 16 01:15:16 2018 CEST
```
The basic structure of a timestamp is divided into three main sections:

1. File hash
2. Merkle tree construction
3. Bitcoin block header attestation

The timestamp is saved in a binary file to save space and avoid problems of interpretation, encoding and compatibility between systems. Generally, this file has a .ots extension and its magic number is

```
x00OpenTimestamps\x00\x00Proof\x00\xbf\x89\xe2\xe8\x84\xe8\x92\x94
```
Examples of OpenTimestamps usage

- opentimestamps.org
- proofmode.org
- ansiacheck.belloworld.it
- tweetstamp.org
The End
At the end of this lightning talk, if you have any question or would like to discuss further, feel free to reach out to me directly. I’ll be available for conversations after the session.

Thank you!
Summary

For more information see opentimestamps.org.